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CHANGES TO NHS EMAIL SYSTEMS

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TOMY LOTHIANEMAILS?

I'M MOVING OUT OF LOTHIAN...

Thank you to Iain Robertson, NHS Lothian Digital (eHealth) who joined us.

Leaving nhs.net was a decision by National Shared Services (NSS) – with Scotland choosing to go

with an Office 365 compatible model, offering better functionality with Microsoft Teams.

While some boards have been able to move all users from nhs.net to the new system in bulk,

Lothian has 32,000 users with a hybrid approach: some with nhs.net, some with

nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk, and nearly 3,000 with both domains.

The numerous benefits of having an accessible email account, which can follow you around

various boards, has been raised by Iain and is being seriously considered at

government levels.

Two main groups:

NHS Lothian account (+/- nhs.net): The migration of the NHSL emails is happening now

(to an Office 365 cloud model). If you have an additional nhs.net account this will follow

beginning August 11th. This new system can be accessed remotely, and on iOS/Android

Outlook apps (although not other mail services). Please check your emails if you have been

identified as having both accounts. Let 85050 know if you need remote access e.g. shielding

NHS.net only: currently unclear, and Iain/NHSL Digital have raised this with Scottish Gov.

Dates, new domain names not yet decided.

While addresses are going to be @nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk there may be moves in the near

future to a more unified Scottish approach, but this can't happen until all addresses are on

the cloud-based system.

If you are rotating on placement, you can be set up with a new email in that board (e.g. 

Forth Valley, Fife), but you may lose your current Lothian access and potentially any 

associated Teams channels (this is something we are investigating). You can ask to maintain 

your Lothian account, but your new board will need notified (to avoid making two of you on 

the national directory). If you plan to move to England, they are continuing the NHS.net 

contract; ask Digital 85050 to mark you as a "leaver", although transfer of inboxes etc may 

need individual attention.

Send your questions and examples of potential moves via the Trickle thread and we will work 

closely with Digital to get you answers and a good outcome.

Let us know what else you want to see included in LTMF through 2020/21 on Trickle too!


